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A renowned Kyoto cuisine restaurant founded 400 years
ago, located in front of Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine.
Facing out onto the Fushimi-kaido road in front of Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine and near the large gate at the front approach,
Tamaya has long been the designated inn for the shrine and is
blessed with the grace of Inari, the god of rice, sake and prosperity.
The founder of Tamaya was a vassal of the feudal lord Toyotomi
Hideyoshi, and as a reward for his distinguished service, was
bestowed with this property. The second generation owner opened
a teahouse. Since receiving the name of “Tatebajaya” (rest station
teahouse) in 1615, it has to this day welcomed visitors to Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine for some 400 years. In the Edo period, it was
known for being the teahouse patronized by the feudal lords of each
province who came to pray at the shrine on their way to Kyoto. Over
the years, it has undergone several modifications and refurnishings.
In 2012, the old restaurant building was completely renovated, and
while it continues to be an example of Japanese architecture that is
full of atmosphere, it has opened a new chapter in its history.
Tamaya offers authentic Kyoto cuisine, and you can enjoy the
delicate flavors of a Kyoto kaiseki course dinner that takes advantage of seasonal ingredients, or its famous “Daimyou Bento” (feudal
lord lunch set). Please drop by on your visit to Fushimi Inari-taisha
Shrine.

⬆The photo shows Tamaya's famous "Daimyou Bento" lunch set, ¥5,700, with
its three-layer stacked boxes, and the kaiseki cuisine course, starting from
¥8,500 (Prices include tax. Service charge is extra.). The menu contents
change depending on the seasons.

⬅The katoumado
bell-shaped window was
transferred from the old
building.
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⬅In the Edo period, these
signs were distributed to
inns by various organizations to notify their
members that where they
were staying was safe and
reliable. Tamaya has kept
many of these old signs to
this day.

⬅Chaired seating is
available in a Japanese
tatami mat room.

➡A building where you
can appreciate Japanese architecture.
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京都府京都市伏見区深草稲荷御前町73
73 Fukakusa Inari Onmae-cho,
Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-641-0103
OPEN: 12:00 to 18:30
(reservations 11:30 to 18:30)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
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